ELEVATE YOUR GAME...

WITH SUPERIOR-PERFORMING TURF EQUIPMENT FROM JACOBSEN®.

On game day, it's all about performance on the field. For over 85 years, Jacobsen has provided superior turf conditions around the world. From professional playing surfaces to high school fields, sports turf managers depend on Jacobsen to provide reliable, quality equipment that performs day in and day out. Whether it's the superior quality-of-cut of our mowers, the rugged dependability of our vehicles or the unparalleled results our aerators provide, Jacobsen equipment allows players to perform at their highest level. When the game is on the line, make sure Jacobsen is on your field. For more information about Jacobsen turf equipment, call your local Jacobsen dealer today or log on to jacobsen.com/sports.

Fill in 147 on reader service form or visit http://oners.hotims.com/14678-147
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When Performance Matters.™